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Rearrangement of Sentences for SBI Clerk Pre, IBPS Clerk Pre, LIC Assistant Pre and RBI Assistant Pre Exams.

Set No 39

Directions: Rearrange the following six sentences A, B, C, D, E, and F in the proper sequence to form a meaningful paragraph and then answer the question given beside.

A. Children are growing up surrounded by mobile devices and interactive social networking sites.
B. The effects of social networking are twofold.
C. The impact of social networks on them is significant.
D. While on the negative side, the internet is laden with a number of risks associated with online communities.
E. Social media is a term used to describe the interaction between groups or individuals over the internet and in virtual communities.
F. On the positive side, social networks can act as invaluable tools for professionals.

1. Which of the following would be the THIRD sentence after rearrangement?
   A. A   B. C   C. F   D. D   E. E

2. Which of the following would be the LAST sentence after rearrangement?
   A. B   B. F   C. D   D. A   E. E

3. Which of the following would be the FIRST sentence after rearrangement?
   A. A   B. B   C. C   D. D   E. E

4. Which of the following would be the FIFTH sentence after rearrangement?
   A. A   B. F   C. C   D. B   E. D

5. Which of the following would be the SECOND sentence after rearrangement?
   A. D   B. E   C. C   D. A   E. B
Correct Answers:

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Common explanations:

The subject that is being discussed in the passage is the effect of social media over individuals and society.

Important hint to remember:

If we think about the opening sentence we will first try to eliminate odd sentences. Sentences A and E appear to be the guesses. As sentence E starts an introduction about social media, the paragraph has to start with sentence E. It introduces to us what social media is and how individuals use it.

Sentence A then immediately follows because it tells us how the world is changing and how the children are growing up surrounded by social media.

Keywords/phrases that link A to E:

“Social media” to “social networking sites”, “Interactive” to “interaction”.

Now sentence C immediately follows as it explains to us whether this so much use of mobile and social networking sites have an effect on children.

Keywords/phrases that link C to A:

“Social networking” to “social networks”, “children” to “them”.

Sentence B immediately follows as it mentions that the effects are in two parts. Sentences D & F can’t be the following sentence as they would come after sentence B. Sentences D and F explain the positive and negative impacts of social media.

Keywords/phrases that link B to C:

“Impacts” to “effects”, “social networks” to “Social networking”.

Now, sentence F would come before sentence D because sentence D begins with the conjunction ‘while’. Hence, it gives us a clue that sentence D would come in the last.

Keywords/phrases that link F to B:

“Social networking” to “social networks”

Now sentence D is the last sentence as it tells us the negative side of social networking

The final sequence of the sentences is E – A – C – B – F – D.
Answers:

1. We can observe from the final sentences rearrangement which is E – A – C – B – F– D that third sentence is C.

   Option B is the hence the correct answer.

2. We can observe from the final sentences rearrangement which is E – A – C – B – F– D that last sentence is D.

   Option C is the hence the correct answer.

3. We can observe from the final sentences rearrangement which is E – A – C – B – F– D that first sentence is E.

   Option E is the hence the correct answer.

4. We can observe from the final sentences rearrangement which is E – A – C – B – F– D that fifth sentence is F.

   Option B is the hence the correct answer.

5. We can observe from the final sentences rearrangement which is E – A – C – B – F– D that second sentence is A.

   Option D is the hence the correct answer.
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